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some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2067 171 West Tamar Rd Riverside Hare: Sheila

Run Report:
Riverside the most popular Hash suburb in Launceston
has been invaded by LH3 again, this week from Sheilas
tennis centre at 171 West Tamar Rd. Sheila an experienced Hashman who has clocked up over 1250 runs
with LH3 has everything organised as he calls ON ON.
The fire pot is stoked up with burning smokless dry
wood and the barrels are ready to be cracked. The run
start on the highway Sheila calls, the GM asks does it go
past the fish shop. No replies Sheila get moving down
the driveway and turn left. The trail heads north following the highway past the power station to the traffic
lights at the Pomona Rd intersection where we find the
first check. Hashers scatter in all directions looking for
the elusive trail. Mr sheen is checking far up the Pomona Rd Hill as Kuzza calls ON ON he has crossed the busy
highway and found the arrow taking us back towards
the power station. A left hand turn has us heading east
down Freeland Cres. into Dowling St heading towards
the Tamar river. The trail suddenly turns right into Diana Crt taking the pack behind Inlets house. A laneway
at the end of Diana Crt. leads into the sewerage treatment plant road. The trail now heads west past one of
the many local fitness gyms onto the laneway that circles the power station tailrace taking the pack into the
Lions Club park. The trail is lost in the darkness but is
finally found taking us to the power station gate where
we find One Hump lurking in the darkness after taking
the biggest HASH in LH3 history. A reverse arrow takes
us back through the Lions park onto the fitness trail
heading towards the Tamar Rowing club. Half way down
the fitness track we are forced off the track by the local
bikie club doing circuits on their bikes, Hashers are seen
heading bush as the bikers fly around the track. The
pack finally leaves the fitness trail and heads up Forest
Rd to the ON HOME sign at the corner of Trevallyn Rd. A
1.5 Km up and down Forest Rd has the HASHERS back at
the ON ON site. A well planned run of about 7 Km, in
Goblets words the most dangerous run we have ever
been on (bikies and Highway crossings).

ON ON:
The Hashers on returning to the tennis centre are greeted by the
local refrigeration mechanic tinkering with the beer cooler. What
the fu@k has gone wrong we will not drink warm beer at a LH3
run. The mechanic has refrigeration gauges laying on the ground
tanks of refrigeration gas laying about and Slomo is holding a
warm beer saying it is bloody hot. The HASHER are relieved when
they find out that the mechanic is repairing Scary’s cooler that Slomo dropped back in December. Cold beer is flowing from the
“First Aid Kit” and the HASHERS keep drinking while the mechanic
does some fine tuning on Scary’s cooler and he soon has it pouring
cold ale. While the beer cooler is under repair Sheila gives Two
Bob and Gumboots a lesson setting fire pots the important thing is
dry wood and plenty of air holes in the fire pot. The more oxygen
that can draw into the pot the better. Just to prove his point Sheila
gets an oxygen bottle, a length of conduit and releases oxygen at
2000 PSI into the fire pot. The fire pot roars light a blast furnace
and shoots sparks high into the sky. Sheila quickly turns off the
oxygen as someone reminds him of his last disaster with acetylene
filled garbage bags that explode between his legs. The refrigeration mechanic is plied with beer as a reward for getting the cooler
going. The G.M is getting hungry as its about an hour since he returned from the local fish shop. The barby is fired up as Goblet
gets the Skull underway.

Any Hotter
and it would
be boiling

Skulls:
Goblet has stepped up as the lip as Spyder is still
away Hashing in Asia.
Or the lack of Skulls would be a better term not
even One Hump has misbehaved this week.
Sheila: Setting the run.

Raffle:
Hash Pash has returned to HASH after a weeks
absence, he assures that the meat tray has not
been sitting in the Metro bus for the last week.

Meat tray: Bugsy.
Bottle Shiraz: Boong
Led head light: Kuzza.
Six pack Boags: fingers

Fingers does
this meat
look green

Goblets LH3 AFL Extravagance

Upstairs at the Metz Hotel 119 St John

Run starts at 11:30 am.
COST
Tipping club members free

Non Members $35.00
Food and Beer provided

Committee
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder,
Scribe: Bugsy
Receding Hare Line
24th September Hare Dunoim 88 Devon Hills Rd Devon hills.
28th September AFL run Metz Hotel St John St Hare: Goblet
1st October Hare Hash Pash 6 Munford St Kings Meadows.
More Hares required see Inlet before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
26th September St Leonards Rd Hare XXX
30th November LH4 1000th run at Myrtle park. More details later
LH3 web site

www.launcestonhashhouseharriers.blogspot.com.au
Joke of the Week Submitted by one Hump
Five surgeons from big cities are discussing who makes the best patients to operate on.
The first surgeon, from Sydney, says, 'I like to see accountants on my
operating table because when you open them up, everything inside is numbered.'
The second, from Brisbane, responds, 'Yeah, but you should try electricians! Everything inside them is
colour coded.'
The third surgeon, from Perth, says, 'No, I really think librarians are the best, everything inside them is in
alphabetical order.'
The fourth surgeon, from Canberra chimes in: 'You know, I like construction workers...Those guys always
understand when you have a few parts left over.'
But the fifth surgeon, from Melbourne shut them all up when he observed: 'You're all wrong. Politicians
are the easiest to operate on. There's no guts, no heart, no balls, no brains, and no spine..Plus, the head
and the ass are interchangeable.'

Q: Why did the blonde wear condoms on her ears?
A: So she wouldn't get Hearing Aides.
Q: What's the mating call of a blonde?
'A: I think I'm drunk.Q: What's the mating call of a brunette?
A: "is that damn blonde gone yet?"

